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The Perseus Project has developed a hypermedia
corpus of materials
related to the ancient
Greek world. The materials
include a variety of texts and images, and tools for using these
materials
and navigating
the system. Results from a three-year evaluation
of Perseus use in a
variety of college settings are described. The evaluation assessed both this particular
sy,tem and
the application
of the technological
genre to information
management
and to learning.
The
evaluation
used a variety of methods to address questions about learning
and teaching with
hypermedia and to guide the development of early versions of the system. Results illustrate
that
such environments
offer potential
for accelerating
learning
and for supporting
new types of
learning and teachinG that students and instructors
must develop new strategies for learning
and teaching with such technology; and that institutions
must develop infrastructural
support
for such technology. The results also illustrate
the importance
of well-designed
interfaces and
different types of assignments on user performance.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Research and development
in the field of hypermedia
have made steady
progress in the past decade, moving from system development to application
of these systems to such complex problems as supporting
collaborative
work
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[Conklin and Begeman 1988], facilitating
writing
[Bolter 1991; Smith et al.
1987], managing and presenting documentation
and help [Girill 1991; Walker
1988], supporting information
retrieval and browsing [Frisse 1988; Marchionini and Shneiderman
1988; Shneiderman
et al. 1989], and augmenting
teaching and learning [Chignell
and Lacy 1988; Harris and Cady 1988; Landow
1989; Wilson and Tally 1990]. No one doubts that hypermedia
applications
can be built and applied to complex problem situations.
What remains,
however, is to determine
the effects of using such applications.
There are
many questions about the processes and products of application,
and to date
few of these have been identified,
let alone answered. This article argues that
multifaceted
evaluations
of the interactions
between emerging technologies
like hypermedia
and complex human processes like learning both guide the
development
of specific systems and inform our general understanding
of
human performance in electronic environments.
The argument is illustrated
by presenting
methodologies
and results from the ongoing evaluation
of a
large-scale hypermedia
effort know as the Perseus Project. The article has
four sections. First, it presents an overview of the Perseus system; second, it
describes the evaluation methods and procedures used in the first three years
of the system’s development;
third,
it discusses results from the use of
prototype and commercially
released versions of the hypermedia materials at
several academic sites over a three-year
period; and finally, it summarizes
results.
Evaluation
is a systematic
process for ascertaining
whether and why an
object of study meets the goals envisioned
for that object. Evaluation
is
problematic
when the objects of evaluation
are complex, novel, or abstract,
and involve multiple,
ill-defined
goals. The evaluation
effort described here
involves a complex system (Perseus) based upon a new technology (hypermedia) applied to abstract goals (finding relevant information,
learning how
to think
critically).
The overall evaluation
effort aims to inform general
hypermedia
application
design, develop human-computer
interaction
and
information-seeking
behavior
theories,
and add to our understanding
of
learning and teaching. Evaluating
the effects of an emerging technology on
complex cognitive processes forces evaluators to cope with interacting
sets of
ill-defined
goals, limited
or unknown
criteria,
and subjective
or complex
instruments.
Karat [1988] distinguished
theory-based,
user-based, and taskbased software evaluations. In iterative designs of novel systems, evaluations
that aim to assess task-user-system
functionality
are often applied incrementally in the design process to inform both the continued
evolution
of the
specific system and understanding
of the problem area [Egan et al. 1989;
Flagg 1990]. Given the challenge of evaluating
the effects of applying emerging hypermedia
technology
to the study of the ancient Greek world, the
evaluation plan takes a flexible and multifaceted
approach to these problems
of evaluation.
2. THE

PERSEUS

PROJECT

The designers of the Perseus system view knowledge as a process and flow of
relationships
rather than as compartmentalized
and discrete concepts or
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Perseus 1.0 Components

Texts

Greek texts and English translations
for 10 authors
Historical overview with explicit links to texts, maps, and images
Language
Tools
Greek-English
Lexicon
Index of all English definitions
Morphological
database for words in Greek texts
Images
Approximately
7000 8-bit color images: vases, sculpture, site, architecture,
Drawings of 310 buildings and 150 site plans
Catalog and keyword index for all objects
Textual descriptions for all objects
Reference

and cc,ins

Tools

Atlas of Greece and surrounding
region allow users to locate 800 sites
Encyclopedia of art, archaeology, and architecture
Path

Tool

Allows users to save, annotate,

and edit tours through

the database

units. They assume that learners
and scholars are similar
in that ready
access to various primary materials will empower self-directed
learning and
scholarship for novice users as well as for experts. Perseus was designed to
reflect the view that access to primary materials is particularly
important
for
critical
thinking
in the humanities
[Crane 1991]. Perseus supports
this
constructivist
view by allowing easy access to primary materials rather than
by representing
a single point of view accompanied by summaries and pointer
information,
as is typical in textbooks, self-contained
audio-visual
products,
or computer-based
tutorials.
Rather than aiming to inculcate a fixed set of
skills, Perseus aims to provide an environment
in which people can work
more effectively with a wider variety of primary source materials—visual
as
well as textual—than
would be feasible in print. As a result of this pedagogical philosophy,
students may learn less quantitative
information
than in a
standard
course which runs through
a fixed and linear curriculum,
but
instead should develop an attitude
of disciplined
and respectful
skepticism
toward any published interpretations.
Ideally, those accustomed to working
with Perseus (or a Perseus-like
system) would assume that, given the time,
they could put their own hands on the evidence for any given assertion and
make up their own minds. This philosophy
affects how the system is designed, what goals instructors
and students envision, and how the system is
ultimately
used. Such a context makes comparative
evaluations
problematic
and outcomes subject to a host of value judgments
and interpretations.
2.1 The System

The Perseus system is an aggregation
of texts, images, and programs published as a set of HyperCard
stacks and data files [Crane 1988; Crane and
Mylonas 1988]. Table I lists the main components of the Perseus system, each
of which is briefly described below. The Perseus data cycle includes four main
steps: acquiring
and archiving
structured
data, organizing
and preparing
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Perseus

text

screen.

data, compiling
and linking
data, and presenting
data via the HyperCard
front-encl.-Structured
data include: SGML texts, relational
tables for catalogs
and the encyclopedia,
Postscript
drawings,
LandSat
images, and 35-mm
slides. These structured
data are archived
so that future
platforms
and
front-ends may be used. Indexes for these raw data are created and words in
the Greek texts are processed for morphology
and added to the Greek word
database. Slides are digitized, the resulting
files are labeled, and the labels
are added to the image database. During the compilation
and linking phase,
data become platform-specific
as HyperCard
stacks are assembled and linked
to the various data files. Finally,
the Perseus interface provides access to
users. Given the high costs of acquiring rights and creating new translations
or slides, this data-processing
cycle allows the structured
data to be preserved for use on future platforms.
Perseus contains Greek and English translations
of ancient
2.1.1 Texts.
Greek literature
together with various commentaries.
Perseus 1.O1 includes
the full works of Pindar, Aeschylus, Sophocles, Herodotus, Thucydides, Pausanias, and Homer, as well as selections from Plutarch,
Hesiod, and ApolIodorus. Figure 1 illustrates
a Perseus text screen. The screen layouts for
Greek and English
translations
are controllable,
allowing
just Greek or
English, or different
arrangements
of both. The user can locate particular
Greek or English words in the text and have Perseus provide definitions
for

1 Perseus 1.0 is the first commercial
include more texts and images.
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Greek terms. The pull-down
menus at the top of the screen allow
other texts, to graphics, or to various indexes.

.

links

9

to

Tools.
2.1.2 Langauge
Perseus provides an online version of the LiddelGreek-English
Lexicon
and an index of all English words
Scott Intermediate
appearing in the definitions
of the lexicon. This index allows users to conduct
searches for Greek words having specific English terms in their definitions,
and then to analyze subtle meanings and styles within and across iauthors
and works. For textual analysis, a morphological
parser and a dictions ry with
associated inverted indexes allow users to highlight
a Greek word, identify its
lemma (dictionary
entry; i.e., the lemma of the form “went” is “go”) and find
definitions,
and quickly see where that word is used in other works. .Ancient
Greek is a highly inflected language. A single Greek verb can have ulp to ten
million separate forms, many of which bear little resemblance to the dictionary entry. Students reading a text can spend a great deal of time simply
trying to match forms on the page with dictionary
entries. The morphological
database allows the scholar to locate all possible forms of a given word by
identifying
its dictionary ent~—for
example, a scholar could ask for )tiro (“to
carry”) and retrieve such disparate forms as oiso and enenocha. Although
classicists have been performing
online searches on Greek texts for nearly
twenty years and the first morphological
parser for Greek appeared in the
early seventies [Packard 1973], Perseus is the first tool to build morphologically intelligent
searching for Greek texts. Coupled with the ability to search
definitions
of words as well as English translations,
Perseus is unique in
providing both aggregation and extension.

In addition to the texts, the project has collected {approxi2.1.3 Images.
mately 30,000 images of more than 2000 objects and sites and Perseus 1.0
contains
about 7000 of those images. Each object has a “catalclg card”
associated with it which contains textual descriptions of the object as well as
information
on its creator, location, and provenance. A keyword index of all
terms appearing on the catalog cards is also provided. These images represent the collocation of artifacts from a large number and variety of museums
and archaeological
sites. Although
specific institutions
or individuals
own
large slide collections, Perseus contains the largest published
collection of
images on this topic. Having such a collection immediately
available represents a leap in scholarship
and learning
from two perspectives.
Fk-st, few
scholars can physically
visit all the museums and sites represented
in the
Perseus collection, and even the most expensive books can providle only a
fraction
of the images Perseus provides. Second, even if travel to actual
museums and sites were possible, physical access to valuable
artifacts
is
often difficult or impossible because of concerns about security and preservation. Perseus staff-members
photographed
multiple
views of each artifact
according to carefully designed standards (different
angles of view and degrees of detail) so that users can have multiple
perspectives
on ei~ch item
(e.g., some vases have more than 100). A variety of hardware
and software
was tested to convert slides to digital files stored on floptical storage devices
[Crane 1991].
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Fig. 2.

Perseus site plan with image and video buttons.

For archaeological
analyses, Perseus offers drawings of sites as they are
thought to have existed at different periods of time. These drawings can be
superimposed to provide a dynamic representation
of developments over time
at the sites. Icons on the drawings
allow users to display photographs
(digitized still images) or short videos (analog videodisc clips) of the sites as
they appear today. Users can employ the system to create their own interpretations of ideas by designing annotated “slide shows” or multimedia
collages.
Figure 2 illustrates
color-image
and video-clip
icons on a site plan. The
triangles represent still images shot in the direction indicated by the largest
angle and the arrows indicate video clips shot in the direction of the arrow.
2.1.4 Reference.
Perseus 1.0 provides geographic and topological maps of
Greece and the mrrounding
region. Users can select site names from texts or
enter them with the keyboard to plot locations on the maps. An encyclopedia
provides short articles and glossary entries for topics included in Perseus.
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are linked to images to illustrate
art or architecture
and credits for texts and images are also provided.

Users have the ability
to follow or create and store
2.1.5 Path Tool.
“paths” through the corpus and to enter notes and annotations.
Users can
follow an existing
path by clicking
on a “meander
icon” or by using a
pull-down menu to go forward or backward. An advantage over static “tours”
is that users can deviate from the path at any time and use any Perseus
component or tool until they wish to continue on or abandon the path. To
create a path, users may employ the meander icon or a pull-down
lmenu to
name a path and then to add windows and annotations
while traversing
the
corpus. A path editor is available to allow users to change or edit plaths. In
the editor, each path window is represented as an iconic “footprint”
(e.g., text,
map, sculpture,
etc.) and these footprints
can be rearranged
or deleted.
Figure 3 illustrates
the path editor display for a path having 21 footprints.
By developing paths, instructors
can provide explicit tours through
the
corpus to illustrate
key ideas. These paths can then be assigned to (students
individually
or used in lectures to guide discussion. Students can also create
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their own paths, which can be submitted to instructors
as interpretations
or
analyses of assigned problems or themes. A more self-directed use of paths is
to help students reflect on their own learning processes by reviewing previous
traversals of the corpus in much the same way as they might review passages
in paper-based texts they have highlighted
with markers.

2.2.

Design

Decisions

The philosophy of research and learning that guided Perseus is most strongly
represented
in the decision to use primarily
implicit
rather than explicit
hypermedia links. Many hypertext systems are designed to maintain complex
networks of links, explicitly
connecting one section of’ a document to another.
Indeed, such explicit links are often considered the essence of the hypertext
itself. Explicit
links, however, are editorial
acts, in which some guiding
intelligence
decides which documents should lead to others. Perseus includes,
for example, a Historical
Overview of Greek society—equivalent
to about 150
pages of printed
text—that
introduces
the reader to Greek culture
and
contains explicit
links to various text passages, maps, or images in the
database. In addition, Perseus allows users to create directed paths through
the database.
The designers of Perseus decided to emphasize implicit
links to make it
possible for the user to browse the database flexibly and broadly [Mylonas
1992; Mylonas and Heath 1990]. Perseus is not designed to present arguments and thus to compete with printed
texts or polished presentations.
Rather, Perseus is designed to provide an environment
in which users may
analyze arguments
and construct their own views. A student in a course on
Greek society or a professional
historian
who is not a classicist may, for
example, encounter an argument about the function of marriage in classical
Greek society. Perseus is designed to support two basic tasks. First, the
person should be able to use Perseus to examine much of the primary
evidence upon which most argument
about classical Greek culture will be
based. People cannot analyze evidence to which they do not have access, and
few, if any, publications
can include most of the evidence upon which they
draw. Does Sophocles really say what so-and-so claims he said about marriage? If the reader looks at the quoted passage, will he or she decide that the
context for this passage is more problematic
than the essay suggests? The
designers of Perseus wanted to encourage their users to cultivate the habit of
asking such questions.
Second, Perseus allows users to go beyond the sources adduced in a given
article. If an argument is based on passages in Herodotus, the user can read
what the Greek orators have to say about this topic or can perhaps see
whether
Greek art or archaeology
sheds any relevant
light. By using the
Perseus menus and search tools, users can form links “on-the-fly”
and
implicitly
among the various Perseus resources. Thus, implicit links not only
provide general search and navigation
tools to support user exploratory
learning, but also demand that the user consciously initiate and pursue these
explorations.
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Another
factor that led to implicit
rather
than explicit
links wi~s
the
concern with maximizing
independence
of the corpus of data and particular
implementation
platforms.
Implicit
links give users access to indexes,, tools,
and components rather than to specific items within a text or image collection. The indexes and tools are specific to the underlying
databases but not
integrated with them. Thus, files containing text or graphics are distinct from
the implicit
links and can be managed and transported
separately. Explicit
links (e.g., a HyperCard button that links to another card) are “hardwi-red” to
specific data objects by literal numbers or names. Explicit linking complicates
importations
or transformations
to present or future
systems that may
manage links by idiosyncratic
methods. Implementing
implicit links onl alternative platforms
is more feasible than individually
editing
or importing
multitudes
of explicit links.
3. EVALUATION

METHODS

AND

PROCEDURES

The overall evaluation
plan [Marchionini
et al. 1989] was driven by three
important
characteristics
of learning
and teaching in hypermedia
environments: access, freedom, and collaboration
[Marchionini
1988]. Based on these
characteristics,
a set of evaluation
questions was developed for each of four
general goal areas: learning; teaching; system (performance,
interface, etc.);
and content (scope, accuracy of materials).
The first evaluation
efforts were
aimed at identif~ng
possible goals for learning, teaching, and system implementation.
Over seventy questions were originally
posed, and thesle were
augmented and modified as the evaluation
progressed. Although
there are
many questions related to system development
and electronic
publishing,
evaluation
efforts were focused on the learning
and teaching
questions,
because these ultimately
will determine the project’s effectiveness.
3.1

Methods

To address these questions, a variety of methods and accompanying
instruments was used. The overall evaluation
design can be characterized
by a
three-dimensional
model defined by the intersections
of the following dimensions: research goals set, users, and method types. The research goal sets are
composed of the questions related to learning, teaching, system, and content.
Users who participated
in the evaluation
include project staff, instructors,
researchers,
and students. Methods are classified broadly as observations,
interviews,
and document analysis. Note that the categories in any clf these
dimensions are not mutually
exclusive. For example, the same question may
apply to learning
and teaching,
a project staff member may also be an
instructor
or researcher, and a participant
observation technique may involve
interviewing
as well as observing.
Observations
include baseline notes made by evaluators during claisses or
in laboratories,
structured
checklists
and forms completed in these same
settings, participant
observations
audio-taped
during one-on-one or one-ongroup system interactions,
recordings of subjects thinking
aloud, and automatic logging of user-system interactions.
Interviews
include verbal sessions
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Table II.

Semester

Course
type

Site

Data Collection

Spring 89

Harvard

literature

Fall 89
Spring 90
Fall 90

Bowdoin
St. Olaf
Maryland
Harvard

archaeology
language
Ian&age
literature

60
5
3
40

Spring 91

Harvard

literature

86

St. Olaf
Bowdoin
Harvard

language
archaeology
literature

Maryland

religion

28

Ball State

culture

70

Drury

religion

20

Fall 91
Spring 92

150

3
75
100

Sites

Teaching
mode

Number
of students

lecture
individual
lecture
individual
individual
lecture
individual
lecture
individual
individual
individual
lecture
individual
lecture
small group
lecture
individual
individual

System
components
videodisc
selected texts
videodisc
selected texts
selected texts
videodisc
selected text
videodisc
selected text
selected text
all (magnetic)
all (magnetic)

(magnetic)
(magnetic)
(CD-ROM

.Obl

(magnetic)
(magnetic)
(magnetic)

all (CD-ROM

1.0b3)

videodisc
all (magnetic
all (CD-ROM

1.0b3)
1.0b3)

conducted with users early in their experience with Perseus, midway through
their experience, and at the conclusion of the course or unit. Participants
also
completed various written questionnaires.
Document analysis includes examination of system software and documentation,
project technical papers and
memoranda,
instructor
syllabi and assignments,
and student responses to
assignments (e.g., essays, journals, hypermedia
paths).
3.2 Procedures
During the first three years of the project, the evaluation
team examined
several prototype versions of’ Perseus at different sites where it was used for
different
purposes (e.g., language, literature,
archaeology)
and in different
modes (e.g., by the instructor
with a projector to support lectures or by
students individually
or in small groups). The results of these examinations
influenced
the first release (Perseus 1.0). Development
took place at three
sites where the development
team created portions of materials
and tested
those materials
in their own classes. As Perseus evolved, three successive
beta version sets of CD-ROMs were produced and tested at these sites and at
a variety of other sites not involved in development. Since the evaluation was
field-based rather than laboratory-based,
procedures were dependent on instructors who agreed to use Perseus in their courses. The evaluation
team
visited each site (except one) at least once during each semester of involvement. During
these visits they observed instructors
and students
using
Perseus and conducted interviews
with them. Table H summarizes
evaluation efforts over the three-year period.
Comparative
studies of Perseus effects were also conducted at two sites. At
one site, three students in a Greek language course used Perseus and printed
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lexicons to do different translation
tasks on an examination.
The instructor
compared these results according to lexical and morphological
criterial. At a
second sitez, 86 students assigned to five study sections used Perseus in a
literature
course. Two of the study sections used Perseus for an assignment
that required students to read several plays and use citations to support their
ideas about Greek values in a short essay. The other three sections dlid not
use Perseus for this assignment,
and these students’ perceptions and performance were measured.
In the spring semester of the third year, all students who used Perseus at
the four test sites completed written
questionnaires
near the end of their
Perseus experience. The questionnaires
elicited responses on 5-point Likert
scales related to the constructs: system experience (both previous computer
experience and Perseus experience); system learnability
and usability;
and
performance ratings (confidence in finding information,
overall satisfaction).
One hundred three questionnaires
were returned and summarized.
4. RESULTS

The results presented here are based on the use of prototype components of
Perseus in different
settings. In fact, many of the first-year
efforts of the
evaluation team were devoted to understanding
the vision of Perseus for the
study of classics and establishing
relationships
with the project staff [Neuman 1991]. Results are organized into three groups: use of Perseus as a
lecture/discussion
aid, use of Perseus by individuals
or small groups, and
general system characteristics
and effects.
4.1

Perseus-Augmented

Lectures

and Class

Discussion

The most straightforward
application
of Perseus is to connect the system to a
video projector and use it as a lecture/discussion
tool. This application
is
practical for three reasons. First, it requires that only the instructor
gain
familiarity
with the system. Second, it requires minimal equipment resources
—a single fully confQured workstation
and a video projector. Third, Perseus
contains many examples of artifacts
from the ancient Greek world, and is
potentially
a valuable multimedia
resource for opportunistically
illustrating
key events, places, and ideas at a variety
of junctures
during lectures.
Instructors
and students recognized the benefits of Perseus as a lecture/discussion tool, but also discussed the logistical
and pedagogical
problems
associated with using it.
Perseus was used as a lecture/discussion
tool in all but one of the visited
sites and by eight of the twenty beta site instructors
who returned questionnaires in spring 1991. During interviews
at the sites, instructors
who used
Perseus in their lectures commented on the breadth of expression Perseus
gave to their presentations.
One instructor
said: “[Ifl they see six different

‘ See Perseus Project Working
Paper #lZ for
assistance of Karen Hoelscher and was supported
and Apple Inc.
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images of Heracles on different vases, that’s a much more dynamic, a much
more vivid way for them to understand
the representation
of Heracles in
archaic or classical Greek art.” Another said: “I try, as far as possible, to keep
the course discussion interactive,
and that’s in general easier to do when I
have this interactive
resource to draw on.” Another instructor
describing her
use of Perseus in demonstrations
said: “I did also sometimes put text on the
screen. I liked being able to do that, I [also] liked having maps available.”
Observations,
interviews,
and written responses clearly indicated the high
degree of instructor
effort necessary to set up and use such technology. For
example, at a development site, a projector for the Macintosh, a projector for
the videodisc player, and a slide projector were all used concurrently
on three
screens to conduct a lecture, and the instructor
carried his own computer
equipment
and cables to the lecture hall. During
the lecture he entered
commands, managed the slide remote control, and jumped over cables as he
moved about the stage. Eighteen months later, this same lecture hall had a
technical
staff who maintained
and set up the equipment;
the instructor
carried only his CD-ROM and videodisc to class. However, he still had to
manage what was presented on multiple screens as he explicated his lecture;
in fact, when he was observed lecturing
in the spring of 1992, he opened
windows for texts and images before class to facilitate
quick display during
the lecture. Another instructor
used the term “choreography”
to describe the
execution of his Perseus-augmented
lectures—a term that nicely captures the
physical requirements
necessary to deliver carefully preplanned sequences of
instructional
materials in unison with “live” verbal commentary.
Interviews
and observations
of students during Perseus-augmented
lectures raised several interesting
questions. Many students thought they especially benefited
from images projected from Perseus during lectures. One
student noted: “If we are talking about a certain site and he [the instructor]
can put a picture of the site up behind him, it makes his explanation
much
clearer; and it is something that you can remember more than just what he
said. You have a picture in the back of your mind that you can call up.” Other
students used such phrases as “extremely
useful” and “a very powerful tool
for lecture” in describing their impressions
of the system used in the classroom. Many students
reported
a “being there” effect, as typified
by the
following comment: “I feel like I go to Greece for an hour when we have class
and when we see these images.”
Several students noted some confusion about the concurrent
activities
in
these lectures. Students listened to the instructor’s
words; watched him or
her stand, move, and act: watched one to three screens (even though, in these
cases, all projected images were static); and tried to decide what to write in
their notes. One student said: “Sometimes I have the problem where I tend to
concentrate too much on the computer screen and writing down notes than I
will on the profess or.” A student at another site said: “I can’t read a text and
listen to her at the same time. Either I read or I listen.” An old instructional
technology
question revolves around the reinforcement
or interference
of
multiple media. Although most educational researchers agree that audio and
video can reinforce one another if content is carefully
coordinated
[Kozma
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1991], it is much too early to know how computer-augmented,
hypermedia
lectures will affect learning. Multiple
audio and visual activities may harmonize to produce a larger learning effect, or may interfere to produce a welter
of confusion for the unprepared learner. The preliminary
evidence from these
sites illustrates
the importance of careful planning and coordination
of hypermedia-augmented
lectures and the need for developing frequent and accurate
feedback mechanisms between lecturers and students.
These early applications
of Perseus represented
a powerful but complex
new factor in classroom interaction.
Although instructors
and students were
highly positive about how the system expanded the breadth and depth of
examples and generally
enlivened lectures and discussions,
several issues
emerged. First, adequate infrastructure
support must be developed for systems that require novel hardware.
Second, using complex and interactive
technology in lectures requires careful planning
and new presentation
and
management
skills on the part of instructors.
New instructional
design and
delivery techniques must be developed and tested to take full advantage of
these systems. For example, instructors
must have access to the system in
their homes or offices where they plan and prepare their instructional
sequences and materials. Additionally,
integrated
remote-control
devices are
needed to operate the various
technologies
easily and comfortably,
and
instructors
must practice using such controls. Third, students must develop
new skills in order to learn and participate
in these electronic classrooms.
They must go beyond passive recording of monologs to become active participants in a dynamic and multi-sensory
exchange of ideas. Their instructors
must develop ways to help them participate
in such environments
and to
monitor the high potential for overload and confusion. An obvious first step is
to make the Perseus components of lectures available to students after class
so that during class they can focus their attention
and notes on the discussion. Electronic classrooms that support group access to electronic materials
during class may improve student participation
[Norman 1991]. These issues
illustrate
the need for development of conceptual infrastructures
for the use
of new technology. Instructors
and students must develop new strategies for
teaching and learning with complex, interactive,
shared environments.
These
questions highlight
the fundamental
changes hypermedia
systems can bring
to classrooms, and serve to guide subsequent
development
and research
efforts.

4.2

Individual

and Small-Group

Use of Perseus

Perseus is designed as an environment
for self-directed
learning and exploration and ultimately
must be judged by what individual
researchers
and
students gain by using it. However, Perseus resembles a library or museum
in that there are many intervening
factors between physical use of F’erseus
and representations
of that use—for example, between which screens a,r links
are used at the workstation
and an interpretive
essay based on the experience. To address multiple
levels of effects, the evaluation
considered meaACM Transactions
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and

effectiveness

and

used

both

traditional

and

new

Advantage.
Perseus affects how students
use their
4.2.1 Mechanical
learning
time by providing
alternatives
to various physical tasks such as
traveling
to libraries
or museums, locating books or objects, turning
pages,
and scanning texts or alphabetical
lists of words, and by retrieving
comprehensive sets of possibly relevant
textual
passages. Furthermore,
Perseus
provides a common set of tools for accessing a variety of information
types.
The effects of these features are aggregated under the general term “mechanical advantage” to capture the well-defined
behavioral changes Perseus had
on teaching and learning. The most obvious mechanical
advantage Perseus
offered was fast and easy access to a variety of textual and graphic materials.
Verbal and written
comments from instructors
and students illustrated
the
evident advantage of having large amounts of data in electronic form. Specific
mechanical
advantages
in Greek language and literature
course settings
follow.

At two of the sites, Perseus was used in Greek
4.2.1.1 Greek Language.
language classes to help students analyze individual
words as part of reading
and translating
passages of Greek text. Much of the effort in learning Greek
is devoted to looking up words in a lexicon. For highly inflected languages,
this is a two-step process: first, determining
the dictionary
form of a word;
second, finding its definition
in the lexicon. Linking a form on a page with its
dictionary
entry is not a trivial
task, because classical Greek is a highly
inflected language. A single verb can, when prefixes are considered, occur in
countless different
forms. At the same time, many forms bear little resemblance to their dictionary entries: for example, the future of the verb ~ero (“to
(“to go”) is elthon.
English-speaking
carry”) is oiso; the past of erxomai
students, accustomed to a language with very little inflection, find this aspect
of Greek extremely
challenging
and many concentrators
in classics never
fully master the idiosyncrasies
of Greek morphology in their undergraduate
careers. Perseus contains a morphological
analyzer that takes a Greek word
as input and returns a set of possible dictionary
forms. The user then selects
a form, and the system provides an English definition.
In interviews
at one site before Perseus was used, students with at least
three semesters of Greek reported spending from four to ten hours on typical
translation
assignments,
and estimated that between 30% and 80~0 of that
time was spent in looking up words. Observations
in the laboratory indicated
that the entire lookup process took from 30 to 60 seconds per word with
Perseus3. Many students used the processing-time
portion of lookup periods
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to reread

or read ahead in the text. One student actually worked with his
printed lexicon on a word, while the system processed others. One student
reported: “while the computer is doing that, we can be out thinking
about the
text in Greek rather than doing this mechanical process.” In the second year
at this same site, students also reported taking less time to do lookups in
Perseus, but observations indicated that actual total time to conduct lookups
varied little between the print lexicon and Perseus. Once again, however,
students were observed reading ahead or reviewing while Perseus was conducting word lookups.
in Essays.
Perseus provided another type of mechanical
4.2.1.2 Citations
advantage to students in a general course on Greek literature.
Students were
given an assignment that required them to develop a written argument about
ancient Greek values based upon their examination
of language related to the
concept of honor. Students were to read print-on-paper
English translations
their arguments
of Aeschylus’ Oresteia trilogy and use passages to illustrate
about what the ancient Greeks considered honor to be. Two sections of
students who did not know Greek used Perseus to conduct word searclhes for
Greek words that contained “honor” in their English definitions
and then to
locate occurrences of those Greek words in the Greek and English texts.
Three other sections completed the assignment
without using Perseus. The
assignment (without
Perseus) had also been given in 1989, and copies of 23
student papers had been retained. A random sample of 10 papers each was
selected from the Perseus group and the non-Perseus group, and the total
number of cited passages as well as the number of unique passages was
counted. In addition, the five best papers from both groups were selected by
the instructor,
and these were added to the pool.4 Table III summarizes the
mean number of total and unique citations for the three groups.
The total number of citations for students using Perseus (mean = 224) was
considerably
higher than the number of citations
for either the students
using traditional
materials
in this course (mean = 15.3) or those who used
traditional
materials in the 1989 course (mean = 16.4). Although these differreliable
(F = 2.21, P = .12).
ences were large, they were not statistically
When redundant
citations were removed, however, the differences in means
between the three groups were statistically
reliable
(F = 7.34, p ==.002).
Clearly, use of Perseus promoted student use of quotations
and references
from the primary
texts. More importantly,
use of Perseus resulted in more
varied citations: students using Perseus developed and supported their arguments with passages from a wider portion of the texts than students who did
not have access to Perseus.
Representations
of Critical
Thinking.
A central goal of
4.2.2 Traditional
the Perseus Project is to support users in thinking
critically
about complex
cultural
issues. The system is meant to free the user from many physical
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Means and Ranges of Total and Unique

Citations
Unique

Total
Group
Perseus 1991
Non-Perseus 1991
Non-Perseus 1989
Total

N

Mean

Range

Mean

Range

13
14
23
50

224
153
16.4
17.8

8-45
7-41
7-44
7-45

18.6
10.5
9.4
12.3

6-34
5-22
1-32
1-34

tasks (e.g., traveling to libraries, turning pages, searching for word or artifact
occurrences,
etc.) and to facilitate
connections
among classical fields and
methods (e.g., uniting
literary,
archaeological,
and artistic
points of view
through
links among texts, geographical
sites, and artifacts).
Educational
research has not discovered reliable tests of critical thinking,
but teachers do
make judgments
about the creative and critical
nature of their students’
work. In the second year of the evaluation, student learning with Perseus was
assessed through
loosely controlled
comparative
studies at two sites. In
addition to self-reports from students and instructors,
the criterion measures
for these comparisons included traditional
student products such as translations and essays.
Three students in a Greek language course at one site used Perseus in
translating
passages from Greek texts. Near the end of the semester, these
students were given two translation
examinations
and required to use Perseus
for one of them. The translations
were assessed on a variety of criteria for
simple and complex passages, and no performance
differences were found
between the two examinations.
Given the small size of the class and the
within-subject
measure, these results cannot be generalized,
but they do
illustrate
that mechanical advantage does not automatically
lead to superior
performance on complex cognitive tasks.
In a Greek literature
course at another site, 10 randomly
selected essays
produced by the Perseus group and 10 from the non-Perseus group were sent
to three classics professors for grading. The three graders did not know which
papers came from which group and used a 10-point scale to assess each paper
on seven criterion measures.5 Intra-rater
reliability
was consistently
high for
all three reviewers as was inter-rater
reliability
across the reviewers. The
means of all scores for Perseus and non-Perseus papers were 7.0 and 7.2,
respectively. No statistically
reliable differences between papers produced by
students using the two treatments
were found on any of the seven rating
scales. Clearly, quality of arguments
depends on more than simple aggregations of text passages. Although Perseus indeed helped students find and cite
relevant text passages, the quality of papers depended on students’ abilities
and efforts to identify interesting
patterns in those citations, shape them into

5 The criteria were deriving arguments from text, separating personal values from those in texts,
organization
and coherence of citations
used, range of passages used, lucidity
of argument,
quality of ideas/themes,
and overall rating.
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ideas about Greek values, and integrate the passages to support those ideas
as written
arguments.
The critiques of two other independent
graders who
received the five best Perseus and non-Perseus papers also illustrated
that
Perseus access could be used to good advantage by students but was by no
means sufficient to assure a well-constructed
and presented essay.
In addition to instructor
assessments of student learning,
self-reports
of
satisfaction
were collected. Students in these sites were generally positive
about using a novel technology, although this observation must be tempered
by consideration
of the fact that instructional
computing research results are
often positively
influenced
by a “Hawthorne”
or “halo” effect. They were
typically
agreeable on various statements
about satisfaction,
additional
use,
and improved learning. In the literature
course, 14 of the 20 students (70’%)
who used Perseus for the first assignment
chose to use it for the second
assignment.
This was in spite of the necessity of going to the computer
laboratory
rather than studying
at home. When asked if they would use
Perseus again even if it were not required, 74% (69 out of 93 at four sites)
said yes on written questionnaires.
These results from a broader and larger
set of students reinforce the earlier generally positive perceptions
students
report about using Perseus.
In sum, on traditional
measures of critical thinking
such as essays and
translations,
Perseus enabled students to easily locate the raw materials for
critical
thinking,
but this ease of access did not insure better or worse
translations
and essays. The personal and situational
determinants
of how
well Perseus was leveraged were summed up by one grader as follows: “In
other words, the use of Perseus apparently
assisted those students already
intrigued
by the question into exploring
new avenues, whereas the less
interested/motivated
students did not seem able to integrate the additional
information,
but simply to mention it in passing.” On secondary measures of
learning
such as satisfaction
and continued
use, Perseus fared well, with
students reporting good levels of confidence and satisfaction,
and choosing to
continue using the system for subsequent assignments.
4.2.3 New Representations
of Critical
Thinking
Enabled
by Perseus.
Five
sets of examples follow that illustrate
some of the potentials
and problems
that arose as Perseus enabled new methods of learning and teaching.
and Images.
At all sites, Perseus’ graphics components
4.2.3.1 Graphics
were most often cited as the most unique and interesting
aspects of the
system. Students and instructors
noted that images both motivated
study
and provided visual detail and context for learning.
One student said: “I
really appreciated the computer images accompanying
the explanations.
It’s
one thing listening
to words and taking notes, but it’s an extra edge to
actually watch visual representations
of the text. I will remember the amphitheater
and the surrounding
facts about it.” Another
student
noted:
“Knowing
that such items as site plans, vases, photos of ruins, maps, etc.
were only a few keystrokes
away was a great inducement
to pursue additional research.”
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Instructors
often made comments about how various graphics allowed them
to illustrate
points or provide learning opportunities
impossible or too troublesome without Perseus. One instructor
noted: “By telling students to go on
and just plot those sites, and they’re right there, nothing else is there to
distract them from what it is they need to know. I think that is a much more
effective way of making them aware of what the important
sites are and you
can just ignore the rest instead of navigating
the finger among innumerable
names. I think that’s because it’s an active process once they plot Athens and
Sparta and Thebes and whatever, they’re waiting for it and it comes on. It
makes perhaps more of an impression
on them than just giving them out a
map and saying, ‘Okay, find that.’” This instructor
created a path that
students followed to examine a collection of vases, and in an interview
he
reinforced the unique experience Perseus enabled for his students: “The vase
painting,
I think, offers the kind of experience that really you can’t get any
other way.”
Both students and instructors
at different
sites and in different
types of
courses reported that the images in Perseus made unique contributions
to
learning and teaching. On questionnaires
from the four sites surveyed in the
spring of 1992, the single characteristic
most frequently
mentioned by 45 out
of the 90 students who wrote a response to “What was the best thing about
Perseus” was something about the graphics.
The path tool allows users to create and annotate
4.2.3.2 Path Creation.
explicit traversals of the database. Paths can then be followed sequentially
or
used as the basis for individual
investigations.
Paths serve as interpretations
of the data or as thematic expressions for ideas. They represent a new form of
expression enabled by the medium because multimedia
content can be selected easily and integrated
into those expressions.
In the first year of the evaluation,
students were asked to compose and
save paths through the text to illustrate
themes from readings assigned by
the instructor.
These paths, handed in on disk, replaced more traditional
essays. This assignment served as a pilot test of the path feature as well as
an example of a new kind of assignment
enabled by the technology. At the
time, the path creation and display feature was under development
and
rather unstable;
consequently,
students had some technical
problems performing the assignment.
In some cases, students reported spending more
time doing the Perseus assignment than other students spent writing essays.
A more interesting
effect was that some students expressed resistance to the
concept of linking pieces of primary
text rather than doing the more traditional and comfortable
essay. In interviews,
students
expressed concerns
about quality
and ownership
with Perseus-based
assignments.
They questioned the coherence and focus of their work, and believed the plan and act of
connecting existing texts seemed less personal than creating their own texts
to make an argument. Responses from the first beta testers in the fall of 1990
indicated that the most common assignment they expected to give related to
creation of paths (6 or 20 responses), thus indicating
the importance
of
reliable path tools. As a result of the early experience with student-created
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paths, the tools were improved for subsequent beta releases of Perseus. The
path tools included in the 1.03b version of Perseus released in the Fall of
1991 were used by instructors
and students at all sites, and instructor
and
student paths were collected and shared among the participating
sites in the
spring of 1992. At two sites in the third year of the evaluation,
students
created paths instead of the more traditional
written
essays on assigned
themes. At one of these sites, 17% of the total time logged using Perseus was
devoted to creating and editing paths to present information
on assigned
topics [Evans 1993]. Students reported that the technical steps required to
create and edit paths were straightforward
and the word-search tools helped
them to quickly locate potentially
relevant texts and images.
Thus, Perseus offered students the mechanical advantage of quickly “locating information
and electronically
adding it to their personal paths to create
unique expressions
of their ideas about assigned topics. Tlhis mechanical
advantage was not, however, sufficient
to assure high-quality
paths for all
students. The student assistant at one site was given the task of revising five
student paths for use as demonstrations
in subsequent classes. She reported:
“On at least one path, I retained none of the footprints
stored by the student
group, and on two of the others I found that both the images selected and the
students’ annotations
were useful. In every case, the students had overlooked
information
available in the primary texts, especially on local worship of the
deity.” Thus, Perseus allows students to locate information
related to their
topic and add it to their paths, but does not assure that the information
found
will be comprehensive
or of the highest relevance, let alone well annotated
and sequenced. Like other electronic tools (e.g., calculators,
spell checkers,
statistical
packages), Perseus provides users with tools that allow them to
produce quick but sloppy, or inspired and detailed results. It is evident that
students must adjust to the new means for studying and learning in such
environments.
Furthermore,
not only must students develop skills in creating
and editing paths to represent critical thinking,
but instructors
must also
develop strategies for assigning and grading these electronic interpreta.tions
and arguments.
Analysis.
Perseus contains powerful
word analysis
4.2.3.3 Philological
tools that not only allow users to locate texts and objects but also to conduct
morphological
analyses of Greek words and to facilitate
semantic analyses of
concepts and themes. At one site students in a literature
course who knew no
Greek did word-analysis
tasks that would have been essentially
impossible
without Perseus. In a pilot study, students were asked to use the word-analysis tools to explore the meaning of “wealth”
for the poet Pindar. This is a
typical assignment given to students in traditional
courses, and the instructor usually receives papers with straightforward
generalizations
supported
by one or two passages in the text. With Perseus support (average o-f two
hours of use), students produced papers that contained as many as fifteen
passages per page to support their ideas about the meaning of wealth to the
classical Greeks. This instructor
suggested that as a result of using Perseus,
students had “more ideas per minute and their ideas were more powerful.”
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Graders who evaluated
the best papers from the comparative
study the
following year noted similar effects. One wrote: “Two of the Perseus papers
had some unique creative insights. Both papers used material
that did not
appear in the other papers. I was very interested
to see the kinds of subtle
distinctions
that could be made using the database.” Students also noted how
the system enabled them to think about how Greek words were used and
draw inferences
about ancient Greek values from that use. One student
wrote: “To me, Perseus is a terrific aid in writing my assignments. Although I
don’t know Greek, Perseus helps me get an inside view of how a particular
word was actually used in its Greek translation.
It is also sometimes easier to
spot trends by looking at the specific passages with occurrences of the word.”
Students recognized that classical scholars often engage in such philological analyses. A student said: “It’s also the fact that you’re using real research
and it’s got benefits and disadvantages.
It’s really frustrating
at times but it’s
also, especially
if you come across something
that other people haven’t
noticed and it’s not just from some secondary material that someone said this
—some professor or some book—then that’s really quite deserving.” However,
not all students viewed this type of research as valuable to their learning of
the literature.
One student described the word lookups as follows: “They did
get kind of tedious and they also tended, for me at least, to detract from my
understanding
of the plays as a whole.” These diverse comments illustrate
the potential
of and the problems with the kind of unusual
and complex
assignments the technology makes possible, Some users will appreciate being
able to do sophisticated
but highly focused research, and others will worry
about missing the forest for the trees.
Students were sometimes able to take advan4.2.3.4 Discovery Learning.
tage of the symbiosis among the amount of material, the diversity of types of
information,
and the search and navigation
tools to satisfy curiosities
that
arose during use and to discover new ideas. One student described a discovery he made through
word search techniques:
“something
you wouldn’t
expect, a people would call itself barbarians.
It was almost like the Persians
were defining themselves
in Greek terms.” Another example came from a
student who discovered that Greek hoplites (infantrymen)
wore armor but no
sandals or shoes in any of the vases in Perseus, but in the books he consulted
that had drawings in them, they were depicted with sandals. He said: “I also
checked if any mention of shoes comes up in the literature
[by doing word
searches] or in other vases, and I found that there is one vase in which there
are two scenes of a Scythian soldier and a Greek hoplite and they are side by
side each other and the foreign soldier has shoes on, whereas the Greek one
doesn’t. And so my conclusion was that even though the Greeks know about
shoes, they chose not to wear them. And then all the other secondary sources
have pictures or they assume that they wore shoes.” Thus, students who are
willing to invest the time and effort to explore materials
in the system are
able to use the hypermedia
characteristics
of Perseus to discover new and
interesting
ideas and relationships.
As the latter student in these examples
noted, however: “It really takes a long time to learn, a long time to get used
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to.” As more students make regular use of Perseus and other hypermedia
systems, the discoveries may come with less effort.
Another example came from a student assistant who used Perseus for a
paper she was writing for an art history class. She wrote: “I first attempted to
find the passage in texts from McKeldin Library, but could not find Sosipolis
in any index. I then used the English Word Search on Perseus and found the
relevant text immediately.
I also used the text notes, atlas, and encyclopedia
and found useful information.
Most importantly,
when I used the English
Word Search on all areas of Perseus I was led to a temple dedicated to
Sosipolis at Delphi. This was a very significant
find in relation to my paper
and I am sure it would have been nearly impossible to make without
the
Perseus program.”
Most students were expected to use Perseus indi4.2.3.5 Collaboration.
vidually but at one of the sites a student and an instructor
explored Pemeus
together to determine
how Sophocles used the feminine form of the Ch-eek
Together, they discovered that this form is
word for “friend”
in Antigone.
used almost exclusively by Antigone to refer to herself. Their hypothesis was
that Sophocles used this technique
to reinforce Antigone’s
isolation
from
other characters in the play.
In the third year, one class was organized into small groups. The instructor
assigned at least one student who had taken a previous classics course and
one with previous computer experience to each group. Students worked in
groups throughout
the semester to follow paths created by the instructor
and
to create their own paths on assigned topics. Although students often dislike
working in groups because of possible inequities
in work load, abilities,, and
levels of effort, the novelty of using the computer seemed to unite them into
functioning
units. Students noted in interviews:
“Using Perseus, I think we
all got to know each section...we each got to see what everyone else was
doing . . . we got input right away.” Another student said: “It cut down on the
time collaborating
because we all did it at once on the computer.” The whole
group could focus its attention
on the computer
monitor,
while only two
students could have used a book at the same time. The number of group
sessions with Perseus varied across the different groups (from 2 to 8), a~sdid
the quality of paths created; however, in general the groups were able to
complete assignments.
At another site where group work was encouraged in all curriculum
areas,
students were also assigned to groups to use Perseus. The groups quickly
began to take advantage of specific skills of individuals
(e.g., typing, mousing,
content knowledge) to benefit the group. These students noted the usefulness
of having “second opinions right there” but also recognized how time-consuming it was to be forced to defend individual
ideas and opinions during group
learning.
4.3 System

Development

The main system outcome of the first three years was the aggregation of the
many individual
components of Perseus into the first three beta versions and
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the development
of the first release.
These milestones included
sions of HyperCard
(from 1.x to 2.x) and the addition of digital
images, and they were informed by feedback from the evaluation

major reviand analog
sites.

4.3.1 Learnability/Usability.
Perseus is a complex system because of the
it contains. Complexity
of use is also partly
amount and types of information
due to the design decisions to make Perseus a collection of primary resources
fashion, and to maintain
data independence
by
accessible in self-directed
primarily
using implicit
hypertext
links. This design provides maximum
freedom to users and will allow the corpus to migrate to other platforms, but
it requires more decision making and expertise on the part of the user. The
results demonstrate that learning to use all aspects of Perseus for exploration
requires
significant
investments
of time and effort but can lead to rich
experiences. When instructors
assign paths for students to follow (in effect
but
creating
explicit
links), the system-learning
effort can be minimized
disorientation
becomes more frequent and recovery more difficult since there
are so many ways to “get off the patW in an open-ended system like Perseus.
Just as student learning with Perseus depends on the types of assignments
that instructors
create, various interface effects also depend on how Perseus
is applied.
Some of the trade-offs among system interface features, assignments, and user characteristics
are considered below.
Perseus offers a variety
of data types and tools and supports multiple
features and options. Consequently,
full user access to all features from any
a complex screen display. Because some selections are
screen necessitates
available only from particular
objects (e. g., word analyses from text, zooms
from images), inconsistencies
in menu choices, screen display, or implicit
links are unavoidable.
From any point, there are multiple
ways to get to a
specific node (e.g., implicit
link from pull-down
menu, link button,
use
HyperCard
menu/command
features). G Figure 4 presents a Perseus screen
with three windows
open and a menu pulled down and illustrates
the
flexibility
and complexity trade-off. This display is a result of a user reading
in the primary text, looking up a word by using the morphological
analysis
tool, then selecting a word form to look up in the lexicon, and deciding to use
a menu to move to one of the other parts of the system—for
example, to the
encyclopedia or to the vase catalog.
In addition to the various alternatives
for navigation,
multiple
windows
introduced
window-management
options. Several students were observed to
drag windows around carefully to make comparisons and see different views.
A student working on language translation
at one site was observed to be
almost ritualistic
in carefully placing windows on the screen. A student at
another site noted that placing image windows was easy and useful because
they stayed open (images are picture files rather than HyperCard
cards) but
only one window with text could be open. What he did not know was that
there was a setting switch to keep windows open until the close box is clicked.

6 Perseus does not hide the HyperCard
menu. This was a design decision
create their own applications
with Perseus.
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Automatically
closing windows was chosen in default to save on memor~y and
to save users from having to close windows “by hand”-a
process that can
take a significant
amount of time if many windows are open. These design
decisions illustrate
Carroll’s “production
paradox,” [Carroll and Rosson 1987]
which describes the dilemma users face trying to learn and use a new system
while trying to get their normal work done.
Assessments of instructors’
and students’ impressions of how easy Perseus
was to learn and use were obtained through interviews
and questionniiires.
On a 5-point Likert scale (1 = very easy, 5 = very difficult),
beta instructors
reported mean ratings for ease of setting up, ease of learning, and ease of use
as 2.2, 3.0, and 2.4, respectively
(Ns = 14, 16, 15). Thus, Perseus was
reported to be of moderate
difficulty
to learn and use. Interviews
with
instructors
suggest that the amount of time required to learn how to use the
system itself was insignificant
compared to the time and effort needed to gain
a sense of the content and develop assignments. One instructor
found it easy
to begin using the system, but estimated that it took 20–25 hours “just to
develop that one exercise because I had to eyeball all the pictures to make
who had only a little
sure I was choosing the right one.” One instructor
previous computer
experience noted: “There were a lot of things onl the
Perseus program that I didn’t understand,
it took me probably not more than
a couple of hours to feel that I could find my way around.”
In the third year, written
questionnaires
were completed lby students at
four sites. At Site 1, students followed instructor-defined
paths, did little or
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no exploration
of the database, reported a mean of 3.2 sessions with Perseus
(n = 33), and had no instructional
or consultative
support while using Perseus
in a networked
laboratory.
At Site 2, students followed instructor-defined
paths, created their own paths by exploring the database, reported a mean of
7.9 sessions with Perseus (n = 24), and had two training
sessions and good
consultative
support while using the system on standalone workstations.
At
Site 3, students followed instructor-defined
paths, did little or no exploration
of the database, reported a mean of 3.5 sessions with Perseus (n = 10), and
accessed a single workstation
with instructor
support. At Site 4, students
conducted word analyses, created their own paths by exploring the database,
reported a mean of 10.7 sessions with Perseus (n = 35), and had classroom
training
and laboratory
support while using the system in a networked
laboratory.
At all sites, learnability
(mean = 2.36, 1 = very easy, 5 = very difficult)
was rated as more difficult
than usability
(mean = 2.04, 1 = very easy,
5 = very difficult),
but ratings for learnability
and usability
across the sites
were highly consistent. Site 1 students reported generally higher frequencies
of feeling lost than those at other sites ( F = 1.9, p = .13). Differences among
Site 1 and other sites on ratings of how easy it was to recover from feeling
lost were statistically
reliable (F = 3.4, p = .02). Students at Site 1 followed
paths rather
than exploring
and searching
the database, and they had
relatively
poor support while learning and using the system. They had little
support getting into the system, and when they moved out of the path or
experienced a system anomaly, they found it difficult
to recover since they
were not accustomed to using the system fully and could not get immediate
help in the laboratory.
Students at Sites 2 and 4 experienced the full range of
system features because of the nature of the assignments (they searched and
explored and had to invest much more time) and received good support while
learning and using the system. Students at Site 3 followed paths that mainly
consisted of text information,
and had instructor
support during their uses;
therefore, they seldom felt lost or had difficulty
recovering. Thus, the students at Site 1 had more difficulty
recovering when they were lost because
they had less understanding
of the overall system and received less support
while using it.
Students at all sites felt consistently
confident that they could find information in Perseus if it was contained in the database (mean = 2.6, 1 = very
confident, 5 = very unconfident).
Students were generally satisfied with their
learning
as a result of Perseus (mean = 2.5, 1 = very satisfied,
5 = very
dissatisfied).
Students at Site 1, who had the least support during use and
reported the highest levels of disorientation
and recovery difficulty,
still gave
the highest satisfaction
ratings. Several students at Site 1 commented that
they enjoyed learning
by following
paths because the explicit information
they needed to complete the assignment
was available
in well-delineated
form. It maybe that although they had problems with the system, the highly
task-oriented
activity of following paths partially
solved the production paradox for them—it
allowed them to get the assignment
done successfully in a
relatively
straightforward
way.
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The questionnaire
elicited responses on three general constructs: computer
experience (questions about computer use, software use, Perseus use, Perseus
features use); system interface (learnability,
usability,
disorientation,
recovery); and performance (likelihood of finding information,
confidence in finding
information,
learning
satisfaction).
There were few relationships
between
computer experience and either interface ratings or performance. However, of
the 12 paired correlations
among interface constructs and performance
constructs, all but one were statistically
reliable (ease of use and likelihood
of
finding information
were not highly correlated, R = .16, p = .11). Thus, there
were multiple relationships
between interface ratings and performance. This
fact suggests that the system interface was more important
for user confidence and satisfaction
than were previous computer experience or actual use
of Perseus. Although
students
may ultimately
benefit from the freedom
Perseus provides, interviews
and questionnaires
illustrate
the need to provide students with either focused tasks during their early encounters with
the system or to provide substantial
training
and support [Carroll 1990].
4.3.2 System Evolution.
Based on results from the first prototypes,
several changes in the system were made that illustrate
trade-offs
between
added functionality
and increased user responsibility.
One improvement
in
the second beta version allowed the user to use the “text” window while the
system conducted a word lookup in the lexicon. This simple change, ‘which
was enabled by HyperCard
2.0’s multiple
window capability,
rendered the
system more useful for lookups, since users could glance back and forth
between text and dictionary
meanings as they determined
which meaning
was most appropriate.
On the other hand, this capability
introduced
new
requirements
for the user with respect to managing windows. Additionally,
the ability to place windows on the screen made it advantageous
to have a
large screen monitor—with
implications
for increased workstation
cost and
space requirements.
The first beta versions of Perseus provided access to the images through a
combined image archive list that provided a simple linear list of images in the
database. Instructors
who tested the first prototypes found this scheme to be
ineffective in helping them to find what was available on Perseus in order to
create assignments. For example, they noted the difficulty
of finding images
according to location or date. To address this concern, subsequent versions
provided a series of indexes that support subject access to graphical objects in
the corpus. Each object in the database has a catalog card that gives
descriptive textual information
and a list of specific views (8-bit color images)
for that object. Object searches are done by making a set of selections from a
hierarchical
series of menus. Users first select a type of object (e.g., vases,
sculpture, coins) using a pop-up menu. The user then selects a class type (e.g.,
divinities,
clothing, weapons, food, etc.) from another menu and finadly a
specific name/attribute
from a class type (e.g., Athena, if divinities
class had
been selected). The various vases in the database that are related to Athena
are displayed according to location and vase characteristics.
Selecting one of
the objects displays the Pottery catalog card for that object (see Figure 5).
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5. CONCLUSION
Perseus was designed to achieve a variety of goals—it serves as a research
tool and medium of publication
for scholars in the classics, as an instructional
aid for teachers of courses from Greek language to basic western civilization,
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and as a self-directed
learning environment
for students. Evaluating
early
versions of the system against these goals demanded diverse criteria
and
instruments.
The evaluation
effort focused on instruction
and learning goals
and the results reported here not only affect the continued development
of
Perseus but also inform
our general understanding
of how hypermedia
environments
affect teaching and learning.
The main results and implications of these efforts follow.
(1) Perseus offered mechanical
advantage
to instructors
and students.
From the instructor’s
point of view, after basic classroom availability
and
projection
problems were solved, Perseus offered an easily accessible and
dynamic alternative
to slides and transparencies
for augmenting
lectures.
Furthermore,
it offered a construction
and delivery platform for instructors
to
provide integrated
paths of texts and images that students
could study
individually
or in small groups. From the learner’s point of view, it speeded
up word lookups for language translation,
freeing users to reallocate time to
other tasks. Perseus also afforded learners exhaustive
sets of passages containing specific Greek or English words, thus providing
richer sets of evidence for supporting
their interpretations
and arguments.
Students using
Perseus cited more passages and a wider variety of passages in their essays
than students who did not use Perseus for their essays.
(2) Perseus was not found to change overall student performance
on traditional representations
of critical thinking
such as translations
and essays.
The mechanical advantages offered by early implementations
of Perseus were
not alone sufficient to produce superior translations
or essays. Perseus did,
however, allow some students to produce superior arguments.

(3) Perseus use enabled new kinds of teaching and learning. Instructors
and students often noted that the integration
of text and graphics materials
expanded the scope of course assignments
and discussions, and students in
literature
courses reported using the graphic materials in Perseus to provide
context for their textual interpretations.
The path tools in Perseus enabled
new representations
interpretations
of the ancient Greek world, allowing
students to present their ideas by weaving textual and graphical
primary
evidence into their paths. Students who knew no Greek were able to uae the
Greek-English
lexicon for probing the meanings and contexts of key English
words and discover how the ancient Greek authors used these words. Some
students made interesting
discoveries while exploring the database in openended fashion, and students reported that Perseus encouraged them to use a
broader range of materials in their studies.
(4) Perseus required
users to develop specific physical
and conceptual
infrastructures.
Instructors
reported difficulties
with using Perseus in classrooms—physical
problems such as securing, transporting,
and setting up
equipment
and projecting
displays must be addressed by computing
and
instructional
media services before Perseus can be used effectively
in lectures. Likewise, office and laboratory
access must be planned and supported
so that instructors
can access the system easily and regularly,
and sol that
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students
can have adequate access for studying
and doing assignments.
Furthermore,
students require adequate consultative
support.
Instructors
and students must also develop conceptual infrastructures
that
support intelligent
use of Perseus. Beta instructors
asked for sample paths
and tutorials
and guidance in developing Perseus-augmented
ass ignments.
Some students reported feeling overloaded by multiple
media and events
during lectures, and others were uneasy about using Perseus to do lookups or
to develop and hand in interpretive
paths. Perseus illustrated
new possibilities for teaching and learning, but instructors
and students must develop new
strategies and attitudes for applying hypermedia
to these goals.
(5) perseus pushed the limits of the personal computer platform in several
ways. System response times for word lookups and graphic displays took from
a few to dozens of seconds, depending
on configuration.
Although
these
response times were faster than what users would invest looking through an
excellent collection of printed books, the very fact that a computer was being
used raised the expectations
of users. The size and variety of the corpus
required
extra peripherals
such as CD-ROM
players or large servers on
networks
and invited
others such as videodisc players and large screen
monitors.

(6) Perseus required concerted effort and time to learn if all its features
were to be used, and instructors
and students must be prepared to make
these investments
to realize teaching and learning potentials.
Interface factors were more closely related to performance
than were previous computer
experience, illustrating
the importance
of well-designed
interfaces for hypermedia systems. The design decision to use implicit
links made Perseus
somewhat more difficult for novices than some hypermedia
systems that lay
out explicit instructional
paths, but it had the advantage of giving users great
freedom of use and provided data independence so the corpus can migrate to
other environments.
The evaluation
of the Perseus system has served to inform the continued
development
of this particular
hypermedia
effort, but, more importantly,
it
has served as the context for evaluation
of the concept of hypermedia
as an
environment
for learning and teaching. Interactions
among complex activities
such as learning
and new environments
such as hypermedia
lead to new
views, approaches, and goals.
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